Ring Sizer
For use with a ring. For the greatest accuracy, use a ring with a similar width band and style to the one you want to purchase.

1. Print out at 100% - make sure you do not select the 'scale to fit page' or 'shrink to fit page' option.

2. Check print size – the line below should measure 5cm.

3. Place ring over the circles opposite.

4. Find the circle which completely fills the inside of the ring without overlapping.

5. Your ring size is the letter shown within the circle.

This ring sizer is provided as a guide only. For the greatest accuracy, please have your finger measured by one of our staff.

Most of our ladies' rings are available in sizes L to S. Most of our gent's rings are available in sizes P to Z. If your ring size is outside this range, we may be able to order it for you specially, although this may take several weeks. If you need your ring urgently, we may be able to have a standard ring re-sized for you. However, with some styles of rings, this is not possible. Please ask our staff for advice.
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